
Bingo Clue Cards

 goldenrod

- pollen makes some
people sneeze

- flower not usually grown
in gardens

 onion
- gives you bad breath

- can make you cry

- flowers produce
small, black seeds

 Swiss chard

- the leaves are eaten raw
or cooked

- similar to spinach
- leaf stalks can be white,

yellow or red

 carrot

- the orange root is eaten
raw or cooked

- Bugs Bunny loves

them!

 hot peppers
- fruit is often red or gre en
- can burn your tongue
- plastic gloves often worn

when handling them
- eaten raw or cooked
- some types are jalapeño,

serrano, Habanero, and
cayenne



 cucumber

- usually eaten raw
- can become a pickle
- grows on a vine
- spas use slices to reduce

eye puffiness

 eggplant

- large, dark purple veggie

- inside is light tan color 
- not eaten raw 
- does not come from a 

chicken!  

 cilantro

- often used in salsa
- seed is called coriander
- leaves have strong smell

 ginger
- grows underground 

as a rhizome 
- tastes sharp!
- an ingredient in a 

soda ending in the 
word ‘ale’ 

 cauliflower

- the white part is usually 
eaten 

- the white bunches are 
called florets 

- eaten raw or cooked  

 lima bean 

- usually eaten cooked
- can be dried
- can be sold in cans  



 pumpkin   
- can be large and orange
- technically is a fruit
- carved into faces at 

Halloween
- usually not eaten raw
- seeds can be roasted 

 pole bean    

- edible part can be green 
or yellow 

- eaten raw or cooked 
- they grow on a vine 
- the vine grows on a fence 

or other structure 

  tomato
- technically is a fr uit
- eaten raw or cooked   
- made into ketchup
- ingredient in spaghetti 

sauce  
- usually red when ripe 

 lettuce  
- eaten in salads and on 

hamburgers
- the leaf is eaten raw
- usually a variety of 

green colors
- bunnies love this veggie 

  radish
- the edible part is the 

spherical root
- usually is eaten raw
- often is red with a white 

inside 
- found in salads 

 squash
- can be green like

zucchinis
- some kinds can be eaten

raw
- other kinds are cooked


